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“Build up your weaknesses until they become your strong points.” - KNUTE ROCKNE!

THE CANON C300PL
The C300 has been available for awhile, but still proves to be popular.
There are plenty of these cameras floating around out there, so how to get
in on the game after showing up so late? As usual, we are putting together a
superior package, yet pricing it at the going rate.

!

WE ARE OFFERING THE C300PL WITH:	

* ARRI Accessories *V-Mount Batteries	

* 5 Zeiss T1.3 Lenses	


AT THE BEST AVAILABLE PRICE OF $650/DAY!

THE BIG BOY CHAIR
Currently, the market is filled with inexpensive
lightweight chairs that feel like they will buckle
beneath you at any moment, especially if you
weight more than 150lbs. Anybody heavier than
that might as well be sitting on a exercise ball! Do
you really want your client flopping around on the
ground when their wobbly seat collapses? So we
AND YES, WE
decided to go out and get some Big Boy chairs.
They were twice as expensive, because they have HAVE TABLES!
more than twice the capacity, the only thing not
double is our price. We are offering you the same Our 6-ft. folding table
is just $5/DAY!
price you are accustomed to; $1/DAY is all you pay
per chair to stretch out and be comfortable.

COMING SOON: V2

MONITORING THE
SITUATION

There have been some big advances in the
world of monitors and we’re keeping up!

NEW! !
SMALLHD HIGH
BRIGHT DP7-PRO	


!

Only $75/DAY!	


The DP7-PRO HIGH BRIGHT's daylight-viewable,
true HD displays are specifically designed to
outmatch the brightness of the sun on clear summer
days by boosting the luminance rating over 1500 nits
(3x a traditional LCD monitor).

TRANSVIDEO MONITOR NOW FREE!
We still believe the 6500 Transvideo monitor is
worthwhile, so it will now be available with
ALEXA Camera Packages at no charge!

Panel vans and cube vans don’t have the capacity to fit a
respectable light and grip package and the standard 10ton package truck is often too big or too expensive for
many jobs. We believe we have come up with the happy
medium that is going to be just right with:

THE DIGITAL ECO SUPER-CUBE OF
THE FUTURE (or V2 for short)!

With an automatic G-class (saving you on driver’s rates)
Peterbilt 330 chassis (with eco-friendly air cleaning
system), we added a lightweight aluminum 20-foot box,
with aluminum belly bins and tailgate. This allows for a
maximum payload of the most current and green
lighting package that features: Mole LED tungsten
Fresnel’s, Kinoflo Celeb 200’s and 400’s and K5600 Jokers
200,400, 800 and 1600. There is also a 5K Fresnel and 4K
HMI for those times when you need the extra punch.
The truck also comes with a Honda 10,000 watt generator
with a Power Max transformer that, because of the
technology, will be more than sufficient to power every
tungsten or HMI light at the same time. To complete the
package, we have added all new Matthews stands and
grip gear, Filmair dolly track, and there is still plenty of
room and capacity to throw any dolly onto the back.
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